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Sheep Dog Trials
The sheep dog trial season is due to get underway. We are 

once again sponsoring a Stihl chainsaw to each of the 13 

events in our district. Good luck to clubs and competitors 

for a successful season.

Dog Trial Dates

February 12th & 13th Tokarahi CC

February 17th & 18th Strath Taieri CC 

February 19th & 20th Omakau- Earnscleugh  Cc

February 26th & 27th Waitaki CDC

March 5th & 6th Omarama CDC

March 7th & 8th Patearoa CC

March 13th & 14th  St Bathans CC

March 19th Palmerston CC

March 20th & 21st Centre Championships 

 at Palmerston CC

March 28th & 29th Kyeburn DTC

April 2nd & 3rd Macraes FLAT CC

April 4th & 5th Waihemo CC

April 7th & 8th Waimate DTC

April 21st & 22nd Oamaru CDC

A & P Shows
February is also the beginning of a run of local A&P 

shows. These events result from the tireless work of many 

volunteers. We look forward to seeing you at each of the 

shows this year whether it be at the tent, judging a pet 

display or tending to an animal health emergency.

Date A&P Show 

4/5 February Palmerston Waihemo 

11 February Central Otago (Omakau) 

15 February Maniototo (Ranfurly) 

24/25 February North Otago (Oamaru)  

4 March Strath Taieri (Middlemarch)

Beef cattle pregnancy testing
Have you age pregnancy tested 

your beef herd? There are many 

advantages to this over the standard 

wet/dry information.  This is where we 

estimate a calving date for each cow 

+/- 7 days. 

 The benefi ts of dating beef cattle 

pregnancies allow you to:

  Monitor cows closer at calving. This 

is especially true with heifers and 

studs recording calves on the drop. 

  Calculate a conception rate to each 

cycle and monitor the effi ciency of 

cow cycling and bull activity. 

  Winter later cows differently. 

  Sell 3rd cycle/late calving cows 

or these can be the fi rst to go if 

required. 

  Identify bull sub-fertility. This can 

be detected if there are different 

conception rates after bulls have 

been swapped. Suspect bulls can be 

service tested or culled.

If you have more dry cows than normal 

but have not aged pregnancy tested, 

you have missed a big opportunity 

to get to the cause of the problem. 

Foetal aging is a key to diagnosing 

beef repro performance and vital to 

implementing change that ensures 

better results. 

 “…There were real benefi ts with 

grazing management and we’ll 

defi nitely do it again next year”.

Recording of the aged data can be 

as simple as a spray dot on the back. 

Some put a sheep tag in the ear of 3rd 

cycle cows, or we can record tag/EID 

with the pregnancy status data. 

In order to get accurate data, foetal 

aging is best done 6-8 weeks post bull 

removal. 

After a year in Oamaru Gus has recently moved to Ranfurly. 

Hailing from a large sheep and beef farm in North Canterbury 

Gus has a strong interest in maximising production in both 

the sheep and beef sectors. Gus is a keen sportsman – rugby, 

cricket, squash, golf, and is looking forward to having a run 

for the Maggots, and a hit for the Ranfury cricket team – if 

time allows before the season fi nishes.

Gus moves to Ranfurly

Sheep Keds - Angus Gibb, BVSc, Veterinary Centre Ranfurly

Recently we have seen an increased presence of Keds 

becoming an issue on farms predominantly in the Omarama, 

Palmerston and Ranfurly areas, particularly in fi ne wool 

sheep. Due to compulsory plunge dipping of all sheep with 

organophosphate dips, in the past, Ked populations around 

the country were greatly reduced. However some populations 

have started to re-emerge. 

Sheep Keds are blood sucking wingless fl ies that cause 

irritation leading to fl eece damage by rubbing as well as 

reduced growth rates and wool discolouration from digested 

blood in faeces. Anaemia due to blood loss from high burdens 

is possible especially in young lambs.

Dipping with a product that has persistent activity for longer 

than the time it takes for pupae to hatch is required to kill all 

newly emerged adults. 

It is important to form a plan with a combination of dipping 

and drenching to have the best result in eradicating Keds 

from your farm. Best results come from using Cyrex for fl y 

control as well as a lice dip that is effective against Keds. 

This will either be a pour-on off shears or jet/shower dip 

with at least 4 weeks wool on. Principals for control, as with 

lice control, are to have complete musters, secure boundary 

fences and quarantine dipping of any bought in stock. To 

prevent growth limiting effects on lambs each drench should 

be either a Matrix or Switch, containing abamectin.  

For any questions or to form an eradication plan talk to one 

of our Vets at the Blue Cross Veterinary Centre.

Alan Thompson with Kate and Lace, a stalwart of 

dog trialling in North Otago is looking forward to the 

upcoming dog trialling season

Toxo/Campyvax 
Order Forms
There’s been alot happening since 
December and a few clients have 
requested that we send out the Toxo/
Campyvax order forms again so we have 
included them with this months Ewesnews.



Worm control:
With the extended, 
wetter than normal 
summer worm control 
is very important. 
Missing a drench or 
extending intervals 
could lead to 
production loss and 

contamination of pastures. 

Wormwise – Seasonal Update 
Many of you have attended our 
road show events or read about the 
sustainable worm control message. 
I thought for each seasonal period I 
would break down some of the key 
messages.

Lambs post weaning:
  Use an effective combination drench. 
A triple combination or novel is best.

  Stick to a 28-30 day drench interval.
  If you really think there has not been 
any signifi cant worm challenge then 
monitor with faecal egg count to 
ensure your assumption is correct. 

Pre-tup drenching of ewes
  Use the most effective drench
  Utilise some refugia - that is leave 
some undrenched. Tag/mark them to 
monitor. How many? 1-5% is a start.

That’s not too complicated? It is a 
worthwhile exercise to review your animal 
health habits and rationale with us.

SHEEP - What comes with a green summer?- Dave Robertson BVSC, BSc

Animal Health Planning
- it happens best when planned. 

Running up to mating a lot of stock work occurs, especially with 2 tooths 

and hoggets. Having a calendar of events to work to makes sure the right 

product is used at the right time. If we haven’t approached you about getting 

an animal health calendar done, ask about it next time you are in the clinic 

getting supplies. 

Trace Minerals
B12
On the mineral front I think B12 can 
be a limiting mineral to lamb growth 
in wetter/lush conditions. It is usually 
an autumn thing, but have done blood 
testing on 2 tooths recently showing 
low-marginal levels. 

Iodine 

It only takes saving 6 lambs per 

thousand ewes to justify iodine 

supplementation, however it still 
is sometimes debated as to when 
and how much is required. Here’s a 
collection of facts that I use to make my 
decision about iodine requirements. 
Parts of Otago and Canterbury have 
produced goitres in stock, that is, full 
blown Iodine defi ciency. We know 

native pastures are much lower in 
iodine than improved pasture mixes, 
and brassica feeding over the winter 
deprives pregnant ewes of iodine at 
a critical stage of foetal development. 
Some modern clovers prevent iodine 
absorption in the animal.  In wetter 
years when there is more leaching of 
minerals, and/or less dirt consumption 
iodine intake is reduced. Foetuses 
with sub-clinical iodine defi ciency 
have lower birth weights and poorer 
lamb survival (in Merinos and 
crossbreds). The 100 club research 
from fi ne wool fl ocks in the 1990’s 
demonstrated lambs could be saved 
through iodine supplementation. One 
North Island trial with long acting 

iodine in Romney ewes yielded 14% 
more lambs surviving in the treated 
group compared with controls - other 
recent North Island trials have not 
shown a difference. Is that enough 
to convince you that pre-tup iodine is 
worthwhile?
Selenium
South Island soils are defi cient in 
Selenium. Whether it’s a long or short 
acting form, breeding stock (ewes 
and cows) need selenium on board at 
mating. A dose pre-tup (sheep) or in 
the winter (cattle) is standard practice. 
Monitoring actual animals, levels with 
blood tests at critical times helps make 
decisions around supplementation.

Dave Robertson 
BVSC, BSc

Hogget Mating - Lauren Strange BVSc,  Veterinary Centre Waimate

Lauren Strange BVSc 

It’s never too early to 

get sorted for mating 

and some of you may 

be considering mating 

the hoggets in your 

fl ock. More farmers 

are considering mating 

their hoggets this year 

as a strategy to make more effi cient 

use of excess herbage. 

Questions to ask yourself if you are 

looking to mate your hoggets are:

1. Are your hoggets suffi ciently well 

grown? and

2.   Do you have the ability to adequately 

feed them throughout pregnancy?

Lambing diffi culty (dystocia) is one of 

the most common issues facing those 

who hogget mate. It can be due to either 

hoggets not grown out well enough or 

feeding requirements throughout their 

pregnancy. 

A key aspect is to reach target weights 

along the way. For example, Romney 

hoggets need to achieve the following 

minimum weights -  

39 kg by April 1st

42kg by May 1st 

48kg by June 30th

These are all based on gaining 100g per 

day before and after joining. The live 

weight targets will vary depending on 

the mature ewe size for the breed.

Liveweight also affects the number 

of hoggets reaching puberty and the 

scanning % - there is a 2% increase in 

scanning % for every extra kilogram 

up to 50kg. The day after lambing a 

ewe hogget should weigh 50kg, that’s 

a 20kg weight gain in total throughout 

pregnancy (10kg of her own, and 10kg 

for the pregnancy). So feed budgeting 

is very important for hoggets especially 

in managing high quality feeds such as 

fodder beet. 

Teasers
Teasers and ram selection are also an 

area that requires some thought. A ewe 

hogget generally cycles 3 times in her 

1st season, the fi rst heat often being a 

silent one. Teasers can induce the fi rst 

cycle to occur and therefore ensure 

more hoggets conceive in the 1st cycle 

of mating.  

2  tooth rams and older are better for 

hogget mating, but you can get away 

with ram lambs at higher ratios. 

Breed and conformation of the rams 

used are very important. A breed 

the same size or smaller than your 

maternal breed is the general rule.  

Optimising Returns
Hoggets are more susceptible to 

diseases that cause abortion.

It is recommended to give hoggets 2 
shots of Campyvax4 and their single 
dose of Toxovax. The next year as 2 

tooths they  just need a single boost of 

Campyvax4. 

Worm control and minerals are 

important.  Especially iodine, selenium 

and cobalt. Flexidine and a bionic 

capsule take care of most of this 

with in-lamb hoggets. But it is best to 

discuss with your Veterinary Centre Vet 

the various options for your fl ock. 

Congratulations to Veterinary 

Centre clients, Anton and 

Elizabeth Gibson, Drycreek 

Suffolk Stud, Middlemarch, for 

selling the top price ram at the 

recent Gore Stud stock sale for 

$10,500. PGG Wrightson agent, 

Graham Sidey (left) purchased 

on behalf of a Canterbury 

syndicate. 

The Gibson’s were fi rst time 

vendors at the sale, but he 

was a very exceptional ram, 

with many established Suffolk 

breeders showing interest in 

him. Good reward for a hard 

working, passionate farming 

family.

Veterinary Centre Client  
Gains Top Ram Price
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David R.H. Robertson BVSc BSc 

Sheep Animal Health Calendar 2016 
Month December January February March April May June July Aug Sept October November 

Sheep 
Events 

Weaning Weaning 
Shearing 

Jetting 
Drafting 
 

Crutching 
Drafting 

1/4 Ram in  
Teasers in 
hoogets 

1/5 Ram in 
hoggets 

Ram 
remove 
 

Shearing/ 
crutching 
Scanning 
 

Lambing 
Aug 25  

Lambing Lambing 
Tailing 

Tailing 

M
/A

 
ew

es
 

Treatments 
 
 

 Selovin LA 
Flexidine 

Drench lights     Drench 
and 5in 1 

    Monitoring    
BCS& udder 

   
BCS ewes  

Winter feed 
budget 

FEC ewes 
BCS to take 
out lights 

Review drench plan 
Pre-lamb feed budget 
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s 
 

Treatments 
 
 

 SelovinLA 
Flexidine 

Boost 
Campy 
Drench 

    Drench 
and 5in 1 
 

    Monitoring   Weigh 
sample 

 Weigh 
sample 

 FEC &  
Strategic BCS  

  FEC  
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o
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treatment +/- pre-
weaning 
drench 

Drench: 
MATRIX 
5 IN 1 
booster 

Drench 
Toxovax 
Campyvax 
 

Drench 
2nd campy 
Fexidine 
+/- B12 

Drench: 
STARTECT 

Drench at 
ram removal 
 
 

 Drench 
and 5in 1 

    
Monitoring FEC pre-

count 
Reduction 
testing 

Weigh 
sample 

Weigh 
sample 

Weigh 
sample 

     FEC  

F
at
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Treatments +/- pre-
weaning 
drench 

Drench: 
MATRIX 
5 IN 1 
booster 

Drench 
+/- B12 

Drench 
+/- B12 

Drench 
+/- B12 
 

 
 
 
 

      
Monitoring   Weigh          R

am
s Treatment  Palpate for 

soundness 
Check feet 

 Drench 
5 in 1 boost 

   
 

Drench     Targets from 
monitoring 
 

 Lamb targets:   
33kg wwt (tw)                      37kg wwt (s)  
 

Build BCS in lighter ewes 2 tooths gain 100g/day  
Lambs 250g.day 

April 1. Hoggets 40kg 
             2 tooths 63kg 
             m/a ewes BCS 3  May 1. Ewe hoggets 45kg 

 <10% ewes 
BCS 2 

Aug 1.  Feed 
multiples 1.5 
x maint.  

   

When you are coming into the 

Veterinary Centre clinic to sort 

your animal health,  talk to us 

about a monitoring program and 

feed planning to optimise hogget 

mating outcomes.

 



Worm control:
With the extended, 
wetter than normal 
summer worm control 
is very important. 
Missing a drench or 
extending intervals 
could lead to 
production loss and 

contamination of pastures. 

Wormwise – Seasonal Update 
Many of you have attended our 
road show events or read about the 
sustainable worm control message. 
I thought for each seasonal period I 
would break down some of the key 
messages.

Lambs post weaning:
  Use an effective combination drench. 
A triple combination or novel is best.

  Stick to a 28-30 day drench interval.
  If you really think there has not been 
any signifi cant worm challenge then 
monitor with faecal egg count to 
ensure your assumption is correct. 

Pre-tup drenching of ewes
  Use the most effective drench
  Utilise some refugia - that is leave 
some undrenched. Tag/mark them to 
monitor. How many? 1-5% is a start.

That’s not too complicated? It is a 
worthwhile exercise to review your animal 
health habits and rationale with us.

SHEEP - What comes with a green summer?- Dave Robertson BVSC, BSc

Animal Health Planning
- it happens best when planned. 

Running up to mating a lot of stock work occurs, especially with 2 tooths 

and hoggets. Having a calendar of events to work to makes sure the right 

product is used at the right time. If we haven’t approached you about getting 

an animal health calendar done, ask about it next time you are in the clinic 

getting supplies. 

Trace Minerals
B12
On the mineral front I think B12 can 
be a limiting mineral to lamb growth 
in wetter/lush conditions. It is usually 
an autumn thing, but have done blood 
testing on 2 tooths recently showing 
low-marginal levels. 

Iodine 

It only takes saving 6 lambs per 

thousand ewes to justify iodine 

supplementation, however it still 
is sometimes debated as to when 
and how much is required. Here’s a 
collection of facts that I use to make my 
decision about iodine requirements. 
Parts of Otago and Canterbury have 
produced goitres in stock, that is, full 
blown Iodine defi ciency. We know 

native pastures are much lower in 
iodine than improved pasture mixes, 
and brassica feeding over the winter 
deprives pregnant ewes of iodine at 
a critical stage of foetal development. 
Some modern clovers prevent iodine 
absorption in the animal.  In wetter 
years when there is more leaching of 
minerals, and/or less dirt consumption 
iodine intake is reduced. Foetuses 
with sub-clinical iodine defi ciency 
have lower birth weights and poorer 
lamb survival (in Merinos and 
crossbreds). The 100 club research 
from fi ne wool fl ocks in the 1990’s 
demonstrated lambs could be saved 
through iodine supplementation. One 
North Island trial with long acting 

iodine in Romney ewes yielded 14% 
more lambs surviving in the treated 
group compared with controls - other 
recent North Island trials have not 
shown a difference. Is that enough 
to convince you that pre-tup iodine is 
worthwhile?
Selenium
South Island soils are defi cient in 
Selenium. Whether it’s a long or short 
acting form, breeding stock (ewes 
and cows) need selenium on board at 
mating. A dose pre-tup (sheep) or in 
the winter (cattle) is standard practice. 
Monitoring actual animals, levels with 
blood tests at critical times helps make 
decisions around supplementation.

Dave Robertson 
BVSC, BSc

Hogget Mating - Lauren Strange BVSc,  Veterinary Centre Waimate

Lauren Strange BVSc 

It’s never too early to 

get sorted for mating 

and some of you may 

be considering mating 

the hoggets in your 

fl ock. More farmers 

are considering mating 

their hoggets this year 

as a strategy to make more effi cient 

use of excess herbage. 

Questions to ask yourself if you are 

looking to mate your hoggets are:

1. Are your hoggets suffi ciently well 

grown? and

2.   Do you have the ability to adequately 

feed them throughout pregnancy?

Lambing diffi culty (dystocia) is one of 

the most common issues facing those 

who hogget mate. It can be due to either 

hoggets not grown out well enough or 

feeding requirements throughout their 

pregnancy. 

A key aspect is to reach target weights 

along the way. For example, Romney 

hoggets need to achieve the following 

minimum weights -  

39 kg by April 1st

42kg by May 1st 

48kg by June 30th

These are all based on gaining 100g per 

day before and after joining. The live 

weight targets will vary depending on 

the mature ewe size for the breed.

Liveweight also affects the number 

of hoggets reaching puberty and the 

scanning % - there is a 2% increase in 

scanning % for every extra kilogram 

up to 50kg. The day after lambing a 

ewe hogget should weigh 50kg, that’s 

a 20kg weight gain in total throughout 

pregnancy (10kg of her own, and 10kg 

for the pregnancy). So feed budgeting 

is very important for hoggets especially 

in managing high quality feeds such as 

fodder beet. 

Teasers
Teasers and ram selection are also an 

area that requires some thought. A ewe 

hogget generally cycles 3 times in her 

1st season, the fi rst heat often being a 

silent one. Teasers can induce the fi rst 

cycle to occur and therefore ensure 

more hoggets conceive in the 1st cycle 

of mating.  

2  tooth rams and older are better for 

hogget mating, but you can get away 

with ram lambs at higher ratios. 

Breed and conformation of the rams 

used are very important. A breed 

the same size or smaller than your 

maternal breed is the general rule.  

Optimising Returns
Hoggets are more susceptible to 

diseases that cause abortion.

It is recommended to give hoggets 2 
shots of Campyvax4 and their single 
dose of Toxovax. The next year as 2 

tooths they  just need a single boost of 

Campyvax4. 

Worm control and minerals are 

important.  Especially iodine, selenium 

and cobalt. Flexidine and a bionic 

capsule take care of most of this 

with in-lamb hoggets. But it is best to 

discuss with your Veterinary Centre Vet 

the various options for your fl ock. 

Congratulations to Veterinary 

Centre clients, Anton and 

Elizabeth Gibson, Drycreek 

Suffolk Stud, Middlemarch, for 

selling the top price ram at the 

recent Gore Stud stock sale for 

$10,500. PGG Wrightson agent, 

Graham Sidey (left) purchased 

on behalf of a Canterbury 

syndicate. 

The Gibson’s were fi rst time 

vendors at the sale, but he 

was a very exceptional ram, 

with many established Suffolk 

breeders showing interest in 

him. Good reward for a hard 

working, passionate farming 

family.

Veterinary Centre Client  
Gains Top Ram Price
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33kg wwt (tw)                      37kg wwt (s)  
 

Build BCS in lighter ewes 2 tooths gain 100g/day  
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April 1. Hoggets 40kg 
             2 tooths 63kg 
             m/a ewes BCS 3  May 1. Ewe hoggets 45kg 
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When you are coming into the 

Veterinary Centre clinic to sort 

your animal health,  talk to us 

about a monitoring program and 

feed planning to optimise hogget 

mating outcomes.
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Sheep Dog Trials
The sheep dog trial season is due to get underway. We are 

once again sponsoring a Stihl chainsaw to each of the 13 

events in our district. Good luck to clubs and competitors 

for a successful season.

Dog Trial Dates

February 12th & 13th Tokarahi CC

February 17th & 18th Strath Taieri CC 

February 19th & 20th Omakau- Earnscleugh  Cc

February 26th & 27th Waitaki CDC

March 5th & 6th Omarama CDC

March 7th & 8th Patearoa CC

March 13th & 14th  St Bathans CC

March 19th Palmerston CC

March 20th & 21st Centre Championships 

 at Palmerston CC

March 28th & 29th Kyeburn DTC

April 2nd & 3rd Macraes FLAT CC

April 4th & 5th Waihemo CC

April 7th & 8th Waimate DTC

April 21st & 22nd Oamaru CDC

A & P Shows
February is also the beginning of a run of local A&P 

shows. These events result from the tireless work of many 

volunteers. We look forward to seeing you at each of the 

shows this year whether it be at the tent, judging a pet 

display or tending to an animal health emergency.

Date A&P Show 

4/5 February Palmerston Waihemo 

11 February Central Otago (Omakau) 

15 February Maniototo (Ranfurly) 

24/25 February North Otago (Oamaru)  

4 March Strath Taieri (Middlemarch)

Beef cattle pregnancy testing
Have you age pregnancy tested 

your beef herd? There are many 

advantages to this over the standard 

wet/dry information.  This is where we 

estimate a calving date for each cow 

+/- 7 days. 

 The benefi ts of dating beef cattle 

pregnancies allow you to:

  Monitor cows closer at calving. This 

is especially true with heifers and 

studs recording calves on the drop. 

  Calculate a conception rate to each 

cycle and monitor the effi ciency of 

cow cycling and bull activity. 

  Winter later cows differently. 

  Sell 3rd cycle/late calving cows 

or these can be the fi rst to go if 

required. 

  Identify bull sub-fertility. This can 

be detected if there are different 

conception rates after bulls have 

been swapped. Suspect bulls can be 

service tested or culled.

If you have more dry cows than normal 

but have not aged pregnancy tested, 

you have missed a big opportunity 

to get to the cause of the problem. 

Foetal aging is a key to diagnosing 

beef repro performance and vital to 

implementing change that ensures 

better results. 

 “…There were real benefi ts with 

grazing management and we’ll 

defi nitely do it again next year”.

Recording of the aged data can be 

as simple as a spray dot on the back. 

Some put a sheep tag in the ear of 3rd 

cycle cows, or we can record tag/EID 

with the pregnancy status data. 

In order to get accurate data, foetal 

aging is best done 6-8 weeks post bull 

removal. 

After a year in Oamaru Gus has recently moved to Ranfurly. 

Hailing from a large sheep and beef farm in North Canterbury 

Gus has a strong interest in maximising production in both 

the sheep and beef sectors. Gus is a keen sportsman – rugby, 

cricket, squash, golf, and is looking forward to having a run 

for the Maggots, and a hit for the Ranfury cricket team – if 

time allows before the season fi nishes.

Gus moves to Ranfurly

Sheep Keds - Angus Gibb, BVSc, Veterinary Centre Ranfurly

Recently we have seen an increased presence of Keds 

becoming an issue on farms predominantly in the Omarama, 

Palmerston and Ranfurly areas, particularly in fi ne wool 

sheep. Due to compulsory plunge dipping of all sheep with 

organophosphate dips, in the past, Ked populations around 

the country were greatly reduced. However some populations 

have started to re-emerge. 

Sheep Keds are blood sucking wingless fl ies that cause 

irritation leading to fl eece damage by rubbing as well as 

reduced growth rates and wool discolouration from digested 

blood in faeces. Anaemia due to blood loss from high burdens 

is possible especially in young lambs.

Dipping with a product that has persistent activity for longer 

than the time it takes for pupae to hatch is required to kill all 

newly emerged adults. 

It is important to form a plan with a combination of dipping 

and drenching to have the best result in eradicating Keds 

from your farm. Best results come from using Cyrex for fl y 

control as well as a lice dip that is effective against Keds. 

This will either be a pour-on off shears or jet/shower dip 

with at least 4 weeks wool on. Principals for control, as with 

lice control, are to have complete musters, secure boundary 

fences and quarantine dipping of any bought in stock. To 

prevent growth limiting effects on lambs each drench should 

be either a Matrix or Switch, containing abamectin.  

For any questions or to form an eradication plan talk to one 

of our Vets at the Blue Cross Veterinary Centre.

Alan Thompson with Kate and Lace, a stalwart of 

dog trialling in North Otago is looking forward to the 

upcoming dog trialling season

Toxo/Campyvax 
Order Forms
There’s been alot happening since 
December and a few clients have 
requested that we send out the Toxo/
Campyvax order forms again so we have 
included them with this months Ewesnews.


